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High Quality Training to help you
make the most of MonitorPro
EHS Data provides a range of training services, from beginner to advanced,
to refresh skills, on-site, at our offices or short focussed online courses.

Training Options
Introductory Session (approx 8hrs)

Intermediate Session (typically 16hrs)

This is a basic introduction into the concepts of

This training session gives MonitorPro users a

using MonitorPro. You will learn how to use the

more in-depth look into MonitorPro.

dashboard and how to use the different tools

Discover how to set up permits and reports along
with advanced features and tools of the system.

and features of the system.
Administrater Session (approx 8hrs)

MonitorProWeb Session (typically 4hrs)

This session is designed to train MonitorPro

This gives users the information required to

users in the administration area of the system.

effectively navigate MonitorPro Web, and to

They learn how to set templates, imports,

understand the interface and the key concepts.

reports, add users and much more.

Bespoke Courses
We routinely provide clients bespoke courses tailored to suit their specific requirements. Our
implementation consultants are never far from your part of the world, regularly travelling to
clients to provide training and other services. More information can be find on our website via the
MonitorPro training pages.
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Additional Services
Additional services can be offered as part of a training visit or to complete a specific
task/project. Our implementation consultants can help with services such as automation of
data entry including setup of database importers, data cleansing tasks and legacy data
transfer. Scoping of new data streams and offering advice on d offering advice on database creation
and configuration.

Seamlessly Import or
Email Data Directly to

Powerful Satellite Imagery

MonitorPro from the Field

Technologies inc.
Google & Sentinel Mapping

Quality Assured
All MonitorPro training sessions are assessed, and a training certificate will be provided on
successful completion of the training. Successful completion of the Administrator courses will
require the attendees to practically demonstrate a number of the skills learned in the session.
Feedback is always sought to continuously improve our services and products.

“

The MonitorPro training session was very helpful and I was extremely
satisfied with the service. The overall training was a good basis to
understand how to use MonitorPro since not being exposed to it before.

EHS Data Mining Client
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Our Team
The technical strength of our company is at the

fields of EHS data management, from waste

heart of our business. Our team have been

management to contaminated land, mining

recruited from not only from software, but also

and general industrial site monitoring. This

from environmental and technical backgrounds,

enables the company to develop highly relevant

and all have a long track record of using,

solutions and quickly understand our clients’

administering and developing environmental

specific requirements.

and sustainability data management software.

Online, on-site or at our offices, our training

Our developers are experienced in the specific

services are provided by highly experienced staff.

Why choose EHS Data?
3
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Global Reach

Flexibility

Trust & Credibility

EHS Data has over 20 years of

EHS Data develop environmental

EHS Data have worked with

providing environmental data

data management systems.

different organisations from

management to organisations

These highly configurable solutions

Mining to Local Authorities to

worldwide. MonitorPro is used at

are tailored to meet a range of

Energy Providers, large & small.

more than 1,000 sites in 40

specific requirements of clients

Our industry knowledge all is

different countries, from single-site

operations. Our entire development

vast and our experience allows us

installation to large multi-site

team is based in Newark, UK.

to offer the best possible solution
for our clients.

corporate applications.

EHS Data is pleased to announce our MonitorPro MCerts
certification has been renewed until 23rd February 2024.
We are proud that MonitorPro was the first complete
environmental data management solution to attain this standard.

For more information and an informal chat please email enquiries@ehsdata.com
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